
Right now our biggest concern is domains, we have a plan but I don't want to say more right now 
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[–] wombat2combat 13 points (+13|-0) ago  

the recent major attacks on free speech by big companies are really concerning. but I have little doubt 
that they will actually have the opposite result. history has shown that you can not censor and oppress 
people forever. some day they will rise and fuck you up.
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[–] gazillions 8 points (+8|-0) ago  

Oh I think we're pretty close to our stop now. 
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[–] freedomite 10 points (+10|-0) ago  

Can you feel it? In the air that electricity? That my friend is the fury of the awakened Saxon. It does not
come often, rare as a crystal and cold as ice. What a time to be alive, to get to witness it's rise, and 
soon, so very soon, the crescendo of it's fury, the dam breaking and the glacial charging across the land 
laying waste to all in it's path. Get off the tracks, the white train is coming.
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[–] GoodGodKirk 2 points (+2|-0) ago  

Lawyers are probably lining up right now...just to become famous.
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[–] wizardofthefuture 6 points (+6|-0) ago  

Most lawyers can't handle internet related cases, and these megacorps are quick to be all like "ooooh 
we're a private corporation and just doing it because social justice is somehow related to profit! It's 
totally not that we're colluding with the Stalinists on the left to violate everyone's rights and take over 
everything!"
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[–] Ribena580 0 points (+0|-0) ago  

How about different angle.

History has shown that no matter how much free speech you get enjoy, censorship will triumph again 
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[–] wizardofthefuture 0 points (+0|-0) ago  

Antitrust laws need to be applied to these Stalinist megacorps, along with a new law to protect 
American civil rights on the internet again intentional political collusion to censor.
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[–] MultipleScorgasms 0 points (+0|-0) ago  

Almost feels like a consorted effort between govt and corporations to expand the power of the federal 
govt.
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[–] bredlo 6 points (+6|-0) ago  

I know the plan, but I don't want to say more right now
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[–] freedomite 3 points (+3|-0) ago  

Well, keep on being mysterious then. We're patient, like the sea. Never tiring, never relenting. We are 
waiting.
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[–] weredawg 2 points (+2|-0) ago  

Yeah, me too!
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[–] wizardofthefuture 0 points (+0|-0) ago  

Why not say more?
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[–] Slayfire122 0 points (+0|-0) ago  

Because if people knew more someone could squash it in its infancy. 
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[–] WakkoWarner 5 points (+5|-0) ago  

There are several alternativs to the standard DNS system, for instance: https://www.opennic.org/ 
https://zeronet.io/ https://namecoin.org/

I'd suggest Voat, Gab, Minds, etc to get an alternative URL from https://www.opennic.org/ just in case 
their regular domain is hijacked by these retards and to consider https://bitmitigate.com/ as an 
alternative to CloudFlare which has proven to be untrustworthy.
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[–] NeoTheFox 1 points (+1|-0) ago  

Yes, OpenNIC is the way to go - it's really easy to setup, it supports DNSSec, it has a lot of servers, and
Namecoin resolution.
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[–] googlehangoutsnow 1 points (+1|-0) ago  (edited ago) 

Opennic also supports the Namecoin domains, it's probably the easiest for people to get started with.
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[–] WakkoWarner 3 points (+3|-0) ago  

True, it is the easiest to set up... the only concern i have with OpenNic is that it is still somehow 
centralized, there is still people behind it that might get blackmailed or that might not believe in 
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freedom of speech and start banning domains they don't agree with... but as a backup/emergency plan i 
think it is good enough.
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[–] BurnItAll 0 points (+0|-0) ago  

This is disgusting that we're even accepting these DNS companies doing this as part and parcel.
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[–] DamoclesofBenghazi 0 points (+0|-0) ago  

How hard woul it be to download an app that had a records listed on it instead of paying some arsehe 
cuck for authoritative servers??
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[–] jxfaith 1 points (+1|-0) ago  

Same problem though. Private entity publishing the list. In this case, the App owner.
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[–] plankO 0 points (+0|-0) ago  

They need to figure out some kind of dmca protection so users can't get sued 
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[–] GrandpaPepe -1 points (+1|-2) ago  

Why do I feel like we are powerless. 
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[–] KingoftheMolePeople 4 points (+4|-0) ago  

you are not powerless. They want you to feel that way. You are not. Because it isnt just You. It is Us. 
And We are not powerless. We have great power. You are not powerless. The further we are pushed the 
greater the reaction will be. We are not powerless. And we are rising.
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[–] 22trilionAsecond 2 points (+2|-0) ago  

you can’t be powerless if they are they are afraid of words like. Fuck Islam 
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[–] wizardofthefuture 1 points (+1|-0) ago  

Because that's how the Stalinists want you to feel.
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[–] Kr3mlin 0 points (+0|-0) ago  

Don't feel powerless. There is only a minority of them and there are a billions of us!
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